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on the puzzle of the identity of Ocreatus is characteristically apposite and elegant.
A. Simi and L. Toti Rigatelli write illuminatingly on some 14th- and 15th-century
texts on practical geometry. P. Kunitzsch writes in ‘‘The Peacock’s Tail’’ on the
adoption of the names given to some of the theorems of Euclid’s Elements, some
of them introduced into the West possibly, it seems, by Adelard of Bath, but adapted
as late as the 14th century.
There is a Byzantine contribution from C. J. Scriba, on a 15th-century text which
contains a discussion of a stock problem about a woman who takes eggs to market.
M. Folkerts discusses the Rithmomachia of Werinher of Tegernsee with a helpful
sense of its place in the Rithmomachia story. He discusses the evidence of Werinher’s
authorship of the content and provides an edition from MS. Addit. 22790 of the
British Library. J. van Maanen explores ‘‘The ‘Double-Meaning’ Method for Dating
Mathematical Texts.’’ He means by this that material in a text may indirectly
indicate the date of its composition; for example, where 16th- and 17th-century
texts use year-numbers in their examples. He is perhaps a little over-sanguine about
the possibilities of such devices, but this is a useful discussion.
P. Bockstaele and H. J. M. Bos contribute a pair of papers on 17th-century themes.
P. Bockstaele writes on ‘‘A Challenge to the Mathematicians of the University of
Leuven as a New Year’s Gift for 1639’’ which, he alleges, has a good deal to tell
us about the practice of mathematics at the University of Leuven in its day.
H. J. M. Bos discusses Johann Molther’s Problema deliacum of 1619, which deals
with the duplication of the cube and advances a fresh solution.
This is, then, an immensely rich volume, in which the papers are often
groundbreaking, are uniformly of high quality, and include a number of definitive
statements of the status quaestionis on their topics.
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This book, written in Arabic, is centered on a philosophical and mathematical
treatise of the 14th century by the Maghribian mathematician Ibn al-Banna¯. This
mathematician was famous over centuries of time thanks to a small textbook,
entitled Talkhı¯s. a‘ma¯l al-h. isa¯b [Digest of the Operations of Calculation], on which
Raf ‘ al-h. ija¯b was a commentary. It was in fact the criticisms levelled at some
passages of the Talkhı¯s. that motivated the publication of this treatise. In the book
presented here, the author publishes the contents of the thesis that he presented
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in 1988 to the University of Paris I, though without the French translation of the
treatise. The book contains an introduction (pp. 17–93), a critical edition of the
treatise based on eight manuscripts (pp. 199–317), a modernized mathematical
transcription of the contents (pp. 95–198), a terminological index, and a general
bibliography. The author has added a presentation (pp. 7–16) and three indices:
proper names, works cited, and place names.
The introduction collects together, under three major categories, the results of
the investigations carried out by the author on both the numerous publications
devoted to Ibn al-Banna¯ and, especially, some unpublished biobibliographical,
mathematical, and philosophical sources.
In the first part of the introduction, the author sums up the knowledge available
on the life and education of Ibn al-Banna¯, exploiting essentially the work of H.P.-J.
Renaud in the first decades of this century. He then presents the results of the
research of the last 20 years concerning the mathematical writings of the Sage
of Marrakech, underlining the new interest in the history of scientific activity in
medieval Maghrib.
The second part, covering the biography and bibliography of Ibn al-Banna¯, uses
some unpublished sources, such as the extract of the Tamhı¯s. of Ibn Haydu¯r and
the works of little-known Maghribian authors such as asˇ-Sˇa¯t.ibı¯ and Ibn Tijilla¯t.
These sources allow us to identify the titles of some mathematical writings of Ibn
al-Banna¯ and to confirm, on the theological level, the mystical experience of this
mathematician. The latter may shed light on some aspects of his scientific activity,
such as his tendency to use very concise and hermetic formulations in some of his
mathematical works.
In the third and last part, the author relies on the Talkhı¯s. of Ibn al-Banna¯, some
definitions of which are at the origin of the philosophical reflections expressed in
the Raf ‘ al-h. ija¯b, in order to bring out the reasons that motivated the writing of
the latter text: the explanation of some mathematical concepts such as number,
unit, basis, infinity, fractions; a justification of the formulations used by the author
in defining these concepts; and, finally, a defense of the mathematical choices of
Ibn al-Banna¯ in a specific philosophical and theological context.
Profiting from his deep acquaintance with the Arabic philosophical tradition of
both eastern and western Muslim areas, the author has succeeded in identifying all
the classic sources used by Ibn al-Banna¯ in his arguments, such as those that deal
with the oriental philosophy closest to the thought of Ibn Sina¯ and those that
concern Andalusian mystical thought, particularly that formulated by Abu¯ l-H. asan
asˇ-Sˇusˇt.u¯rı¯ and Ibn Sab‘ı¯n. The identification of these sources permits the author to
reveal, for the first time to our knowledge, the persistence of a certain philosophical
influence on Maghribian scientific circles until the 14th century, and this in spite of
the powerful return of the Malekite orthodoxy in the post-Almohad period. But,
at the same time, the author emphasizes the intervention of a theological argument
in a mathematical text. As an instance, one may signal the importance given by
Ibn al-Banna¯ to the question of the Platonic One and Many since, in order to
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support his arguments, he does not hesitate to borrow some of the methods used
by Ibn Rusˇd and Maimonides in a larger philosophical and theological context.
These important results confirm the necessity of exploiting Maghribian theologi-
cal, legal, and philosophical sources in the hope of being able one day to determine
the essential elements of the discussions about certain questions linked to mathemat-
ical foundations, discussions which, in the best of cases, have only been touched
upon in the Arabic mathematical texts which have come down to us.
The last part of the book provides a mathematical analysis of Raf ‘ al-h. ija¯b. The
results of this analysis concern the original contributions of Ibn al-Banna¯ and
confirm the persistence of a mathematical research tradition in some scientific circles
of the Maghrib up to the end of the 13th century. Moreover, the reading of this
treatise suggests new fields of research. A first question concerns the sources of
Talkhı¯s. and Raf ‘ al-h. ija¯b. On a wider level, one can also question the relations
existing between the Maghribian mathematical tradition on one hand and the two
traditions of the Near East and of al-Andalus on the other. A third question concerns
the role of Talkhı¯s. and Raf ‘ al-h. ija¯b in the predominance of a certain mathematics
whose content and accompanying pedagogy characterizes the Maghribian mathe-
matical tradition in the 14th century.
The material that this work contains makes it an essential tool in the pursuit of
research in some still unexplored or little-known sectors of the philosophical and
mathematical traditions in al-Andalus and the Maghrib. That is why it is regrettable
that the author could not have accompanied his edition of the text with his French
translation which constituted an essential part of the thesis and which would help
those users ignorant of the Arabic language.
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